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THE multiple structure of the South African economy is an accepted concept
- between the traditional sector on the one hand and the modern, or formal,
sector on the other, there is a large grey world known as the informal sector.
Black and brown people in their journey from traditionalism
modern economy must, literally and figuratively,
travel a great
area is the grey world of the informal sector.
Thousands, perhaps even millions, make their livelihood, or
supplement it, in the informal
sector through a wide variety of
legal Or Illegal activities which
bear witness to a large measure
of imagination and perseverance.
These activities include:
• Production of goods used by
the producer and his family such
as gardening, and the building and
extension of the home.
• Production which provides a
cash income but is largely illegal
because it clashes with licensing,
zoning and health regulations or
clashes with the norms that apply
to a bourgeois community.
• Seasonal employment
• Goods and services which
are illegal in terms of common
law or condemned in terms of
middle class morality
such as
drug smuggling, prostitution and
shebeens.
From the perspective of the
formal sector and of a middleclass morality a large number of
activities in the informal sector
are not merely condemned; determined steps are taken to prevent
them.
It is a pity that this attitude
prevails because activities in this
sector are not only necessary to
the livelihood of people who live
in the grey areas of the big cities,
but also to the total socioeconomic system of a developing country
like South Africa.
This sector has an inherent dynamic which could lead to great
developments if only the conditions under which it functioned
were more favourable.
Jf we see the development of
the informa 1 sector as part of the

and chronic poverty to the
distance and this transition

Set the
blacks
free to help themselves
process of urbanisation a number
of interesting shifts in Western
attitudes towards urbanisation in
the Third World can be discerned,
Originally the urbanisation of
unemployed people was regarded
as a malignant/henomenon
to be
fought tooth an nail because poverty and unemployment
were
seen as a greater evil than rural
poverty and unemployment
Eventually the inevitability of
the move to the cities in the Third
World was accepted and alternative growth points were developed

to limit urban concentration and
to encourage decentralisation.
A third approach to the problem is to accept the process of
urbanisation as inevitable and to
concentrate solely on the large
cities and on the potential that
they offer for the creation of a
livelihood for the poor.
In South Africa the official
point of view is still that of the
second alternative which accounts
for the accent on influx control
and decentralisation.
I want to call for a shift to the

third alternative. The time has
rome when we cannot find Ute
solution to our poverty and unemployment problems only in the
growth of the formal sector but
must seek the answer by accommoda ting the development of the
informal sector.
Given the multiple structure of
the South African economy and
the differing forms and grades of
employment it is difficult if not
impossible to assess the scope of
unemployment in South Africa.
In the next 10 years some

THIS ARGUMENT,WORDSLOSETHEIR MEANING-----.
THE squabble
between
South Africa's
"socialists" and "unbridled capitalists"
is acquiring
a
silliness
that would be
funny if it did not serve
to distort an important
debate
about
national

priorities.
The squabble is not what
it seems. Both terms are
epithets, used not by participants
in the debate
about themselves. but by
their opponents.
Both "socialist"
and
"capitalist"
are labels designed to evoke prejudice.
and therefore to obfuscate
rather than enlighten.
The descent to such tactics gives a clue to what is
happening: powerful interests (academic, political. financial. bureaucratic, even
emotional) are contending
for the high ground in South
Aftican politics, and they
are doing so in the mantle
of noble purpose.
The result is sometimes
confusing. Among the fiercest "anti-capitalists"
is
Professor
Sampie Terreblanche of Stellenbosch University who is constantly
warning whites to reconcile
themselves to financial sacrifice to overcome poverty
among blacks - implying,
one supposes, increased taxation.
That puts him squarely
among the "socialists".
right?
Wrong. He argues trenchantly on this page for the
liberation of the black communities from the myriad
of oppressive regulations
that cripple any enterprise
in the informal sector of the
economy.

Impeccable

The professor's net a
socialist, and neither is
Schwarz, come te that
tained,

by Japan, Mexico,
Taiwan, South Korea, and Singapore), the national wealth doubles in seven years. At this rate. says
American think-tanker Herman Kahn, prosperity engages the bulk of the population,
and individual
wealth tends to increase
faster
than the people's
Brazil,

KEN
OWEN

economic expectations security similar to that of
West Germany.
It is silly to call him a
"socialist";
but he, like
many others
whom one
would expect to favour
freer enterprise, flails at
"unbridled capitalism" (to

growth but have not yet understood the need to relinquish control.
. Behind them stands the
country's
most sinister
presence - the all-powerful
bureaucracy that has been
the chief beneficiary of the
era of centralised control of
the economy,
the chief
oppressor of the population.
For 30 years it has been
pampered. lts most harebrained schemes (District
Six; the Planning Act; population registration;
job
reservation;
the book of
life; separate buses) have
had blind Cabinet support.
Its mistakes have been concealed by secrecy, its failures reinforced by law. Its
arrogance has swollen until
its contempt for the taxHARRY SCHWARZ
paying
public
is often
Social democrat
flaunted.
(Examples abound. "We
be understood, one supposes broadcast what as we like,
again, as the system of law says a spokesman for the
and custom which existed in SABC. "There is no need
Dickensian
Britain).
He for you to know the salaries
sees no contradiction (as of public servants,"
says
the "unbridled capitalists"
the Public Service adminisdo) hetween his demand for tration. Foreigners
know
State intervention
in the 'when we are at war, or
economy on the one hand where we buy oil; South
and his staunch belief in Africans don't. Etc, etc.)
individual liberty on the
other.
Neither man is intended
Professor Terreblanche
here to be a target Each is
merely an example (more puts his finger on the probintefes'ting than most) of lem when he talks of the
the blurring of political and petit bourgeois norms economic lines of division he uses the more graphic
which has occurred since it Afrikaans term "klein-burbecame apparent that the gerlik" - applied by public
National Party's efforts to servants, from the central
bureaucrats
make the economv the in· government
strument of ideoiogy had down to the petty officials
of the municipalities.
ended in total failure.
And this is precisely
It is impossible
these
where the argument might
days to say precisely
most profitably
concenwhere, in economic terms,
trate.
the members of different
The virtues of a policy of
parties stand. The Cabinet
consists now of what might rapid economic growth are
be called "bridled capital- well known: At a growth
rate of 10 per cent a year
ists" - they have perceived
(achieved, but seldom susthe virtues of economic
I>

From the view of any
"unbridled capitalist",
his
arguments are impeccable.
Why raid shebeens? Why
ban hawkers and flower
sellers? Why persecute soso bricklayers who put up
garden walls in the suburbs? Why are there no
newspaper
stalls on the
sidewalks, as in Athens and
Spain, and no kerbside tailors?
Why not permit blacks to
do anything which is (a) not
a menace to public health,
and (b) makes no demand
on the public purse? Why
enlorce South Africa's rniserably inconvenient
shop
hours? Why not dismiss the
unnecessary municipal inspectors whose only job is
to harass law-abiding folk.
and let them join the police
lorce and chase terrorists?
Why, indeed!
Then again, there is Mr
Harry Schwarz, the confessed social democrat who
would like to develop in this
country a system of social

Growth

300 000 people will enter the labour market annually. In the latest development programme it is
estimated that if the growth rate
averages 3,7 per cent from 1977to
1987, unemployment
will rise
from 900000 to nearly 2,i>-million.
Growth in the formal sector
cannot solve South Africa's unemployment problem in the long
term and we have no other alternative but to increase not only the
so called work opportunities in
the informal sector, but to improve its nature and intensity.

New attitude

nurses and teachers better
than we do? Should pensions
be equalised for all races.
or would it be better to
aholish sales tax on fOod
and medicine?
In short,
how much
growth must be sacrificed
for how much welfare? And
how much bureaucratic control should be sacrificed for
how much growth? How
much day-to-day liberty to trade, to shop. to play. to
work - must be yielded .to
the klein- burgerlik'h-eid of
officialdom?
There are more questions
than answers;
though to
pose them suggests where
at least some of the problems lie. And to try to answer them is at least less
sterile than to sit hurling
epithets like "socialist" and
"capitalist"
at each other
- unless, of course, the epithets are intended as a
smokesereen behind which
the real questions are to bé
concealed.

By 1990 two to three-million
people will not be able to earn "living in tbe formal sector and we'
must make a concerted effort to
upgrade the livelihood which they
and their families will perforce
nave to make in the intermal
sector.
I therefore want to plead for a
change in the official attitude to
the informal sector.
We will have to follow a hit and
miss stra tegy and with an open
mind. If there is one area in
which whites will have to discard
their typical inclination to decide
for poor people (blacks) what is
good for them then it is in the
development of the informal sector.
The formulati~n of a policy
strategy for the informal sector is
a field for maximum consultatlon
between the authorities and the
poor.
We do not plead for a bureaucratic green light to invade the
informal sector with a complete
hlueprint and with bags full of
money. The help should be rather
in the demolition of adrninistra-

tive rules and regulations - in an
element of laissez faire which
must not mean an attitude ol
henign neglect
In the metropolitan greyareas
a looser and more adaptable
framework must be created in'
which the informal sector can
react constructively to the stimuli
and opportunities generated by
-Ihe more dynamic sophisticated modern sector.
.
The formal and informal sectors complement one another in
many ways and this should he
deliberately stimulated.
In addition to the abolition of
unnecessary
First World rules
and regulations which are applicab!!:. to black and coloured residential areas, the sanctioning of
self-help building schemes is a

QUOTE
The time has come when we
cannot find the solution to
our poverty and
unemployment problems
only In the growth of the
formal sector but must seek
the answer by
accommodating the
development of the Informal
sector,

primary requirement to stimulate
activies in the informal sector. .
Poor people should be allowed
to build their own homes - something which according to the latest report of the Secretary for
Community Development
goes
right against the grain of that
department's policy.

QUOTE
We will have to follow a hltand-miss strategy and with
an open mind, If there Is one
area In which whites will
have to discard their typical
InclInation to decide for
poor people (blacks) what Is
good for them, then It Is In
the development of the
Informal sector.

Self-help
building
schemes
must be a part of a total strategy
to solve poverty and joblessness
in South Africa.
Many people in this countryare
too poor to pay the rent and
service charges of a subsidised
house and also do not possess the
job opportunities to earn the necessary money.
But many poor people possess
the "sweat ilUity" with ~hich
they can build heir own homes or
complete
a so-called
"core
house".
Self-help
building
schemes can offer the essential
stimulus which can give activities
in the informal sector a self-sustaining momentum.
They can oe the first step towards the relief of poverty and
joblessness in ther grey world of
our great ci ties.
.
The well-known Afrikaan~ slogan " 'n boer maak 'n plan"
came into its own in the long
period of the Afrikaner's history
when he found himself in a kind
of rural informal sector and was
for the most part involved in a
kind of small-scale
marginal
framing wich lay somewhere be-

tween traditionalism and modern
capitalism.
LUckily it was a world of few
rules and regulations
and the
farmers enjoyed maximum freedom t) make a plan and keep
their heads above water,
Seen in this light informal sector activities played an important
role over many decades in the
economic rise of the Mrikaner.
Opportunities must be created
so that this "boere ethic" can be
expanded and translated
into
modern terms.
I wonder if we realise what it
would mean for South Africa if
we could say in 10 or 20 years:
Yes, we still have many poor
people in our midst hut their poverty is bearable because in the

,).UOTE
Poor people should be
allowed to bulld their own
homes - something which
according to the latest report
of the Secretary for
Community Development
goes right against the grain
of that department's polIcy_

big cities we have created circumstances under which the poor
are allowed to help themselves.
In this effort we will have to do
many things that go against tbe
grain of our old "so-deceat middle class morality".

with obvious political irnpliBut if we think clearly about it
cations.
the things which we have to do
Even at seven per cent
will not go against the grain of
(which should be achievable
Afrikaner common 'sense .
in South Africa) wealth doubles in 10 years which. rev,?·
lutionaries
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faster than please
can be note.
done by
r
any known form of revolution.
But such rapid growth
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reaucratic structures; it bewilders and frightens those
- especially
public servants - whose entire mission in life is to maintain
orderliness. It offends those
who don't like to see rural
people move from country
to slum, and slum-dwellers
to suburbs, and suburbanites to mansions.
"And since the action is
concentrated in the private
sector (formal and inlormal) it evokes a terrible,
consuming envy among the
sheltered but restricted employees
of government.
From them, as much as
from true socialists, come
Spending a night on the town?
the cries of "chaos" and
Drink a glass of Guronsan C effervescent
"exploitation", and "unbriand avoid that moming after feeling.
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Sacrifice
Could pensions be raised
if the Department of Sport
were abolished?
Does it
make sense to subsidise a
100-kg rugby player at the
expense of a war veteran?
Should a Department of
Housing or a Group Areas
Board be permitted
to
knock down any house so
long as any family lacks a
house? If fewer people were
administering
pointless
laws, might we not be able
to pay pol icemen
and
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WHEN one looks at the list of tria lists
- or more specifically grasps the
names that are missing - for this
week's big showdown at Loftus, one
has the Irresistible conviction that the
side for the first Test against South
America at the Wanderers
In two
weeks Is already cut and dried.
Why

so? Simply because
shock omissions
that

surely

have made their

Adults- why be embarrassed? Now you can order
ail your confidential requirements in the comfort
of your own home. Thousands of customers have
taken advantage of our quick, efficient and
discreet mailing service, . Score's new, exciting
catalogue offers over 140 items which in~cludl's sex- aids, personal toiletries, sex-books,
massagers, naughty underwear, perfumes, tonics
and other intimate products. Don't delay - send
postal order for your complete catalogue
deal and free 1980/1 mini pin-up

SCORE,
P. O. Box 1796, Durban 4000.
Please rush me my catalogue and calendar as advertised. I

hereby enclose R2,OO postal order. tSorry no C.O.D:I)
NAME

__
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ADDRESS
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a few -

won't dish

there are so
the selectors

minds

up

already. Call it just a gut leeling il you like,
but tQe decision to discard players
- to

mention

These trials

like wings Hermanus

JOHN KNOX

Unluckiest of all

.uP too much

Potgieter
and Doug Jellrey,
centre
John
Knox and llyhall Gavin Cowley, would suggest this.
Of course, the country will
be waiting in the next 24 hours
with bated breath for the Big
Seven's Shadow Boks side.
Then comes the agonising "trial and error" three days when
they have to put it all together
to vindicate the national panel.
But one thing is certain' if
the shadow Boks do come right

in Pretoria, expect few changes
- if any - for the first crunch
against

the

Puma-dominated

By TED PARTRIDGE
HUGO Porta, poilibly South
America's best-known rugby
player, almost became a prefessional soccer star.
Tbe Argeatlman back, regarded
by many BI the
world's top flyhalf, started
playing rugby when be was
17, and by the age of ZO, wa.
establlsbed as one of the top
playen la tbe game in bls
country.
But Argentina Is a seceercrazy country, aod because of
the tremendous influence of
·tb.e FOund-ball game, Porta,
Hke most top Argentioe rugby
playen, ,1 played a lot of seeeer-Ieetball
as part of bis
training for rugby. So mucb

Daan for
a big switch

South Americans. And that in
itself is a passport to the first ,/
Test against the British Lions.
By their own admission the
selectors have chosen their
tleams largely onhlast year's
arm. FairthenaUg , o~e bmtay
argue,B for
IS u a
t th ish season
h
pup. u
~veths.owthn.
sOk!lle
Inconsistencies In err 10 109
as regards a player like Potgieter, who, admittedly, did not
have a happy tournament in
Durban last week.
But whereas others have
been spared harsh judgment on

er

tre John Knox, who must rate
the unluckiest player of all.
There is no doubting the calibre
defensi
of Hennie Shie ldsv
s' defensive
qualities. But on the evidence
I t r
K
of the as ew seasons,
nox
has had no equal as the best
"stopper" in the country
But he is one of those rare
players who seldom catches the
eye. He's not a "shiner" in the

men" is that Knox has no peers
on defence and isn't aH that
much of a slouch on attack
either.
But enough of the men who
have been overlooked In the

true
but.hard
is always
in
there sense,
doing the
graft, taking the nasty knoeks (no pun
intended) and setting It up for a
team-mate to round off in a
spectacular burst of glory.
If the selectors cared to discuss the question among the
players, they might find that
th
jority vi
f the "

choices
for a of
series
fallen
two-thirds
the have
original
by the wayside by the time the
Tests 'ëome around.
The Pretoria trials can't posII th
bl .
sibly answer a
e pro em
areas faciQg the selectors, but
the matehes could prove useful ,
in determining just how good
our serumrnaging is.
There is an air of heady euphoria about how we won't be
outscrummed as we were in
1974. I can't share the optimism, especially
after the
Toyota club championship in
Durban, when there were no
loosehead props of real quality
on view.
In fact the loosehead slot
must be the major worry and I

early reckoning for Test places,
though one should add that if
it's any consolation to Knox, he
should remember that often in
the past, as much as half or

wouldn't be surprised if the
selectors resort to switching
Test-certainty Daan du Plessis
from the tighthead.
It may not be advisable to do
this, since he is clearly better
packing on the tighthead and is
more at home there. But with a
paucity of looseheads - Western Province's Flip van der
Merwe no longer looks the part
after a promising start, while
Transvaal's magnificent workhorse, Richard Prentis. may be
getting just a little past it now
- it may be forced on them.
The other two looseheads Free State's Noel van Rensburg and Northern Transvaal's
Okkie Oosthuizen - invited to
the trials, aren't evenl first
choices for their provinces.
This, in itself, reflects the concern over the lcoeehead materiai, but one can't help feeling
sorry for Northern Transvaal
regular Jan Oberholzer, who
was never beaten in a front-row
battle last season, though he
was given a torrid time by
Hempies du Toit in that Newlands thriller last year which

Province won in the dying
stages.
Moving Du Plessis would
make room for 'Vaal's ironman, Johan Strauss, on the
tighthead.
Not one to trifle with
the subtleties of the game, inside or outside the serum,
Strauss'
immense
strength
could be a crucial factor in the
Tests.
The one Test the Boks won
convincingly in the 3-1 triumph
over the All Blacks in 1976 was
when Strauss made his 'fest
debut and almost single-handedly wrecked the All Blacks'
'from.
.
The front-row dislocation rippled right through the Kiwis'
serum and before the end they
were a beaten side, slipping
backwards out of the series.
It's this sort of physical
strength and scrumming expertise the. Boks will need against
"the likes of Fran Cotton and
Graham Price.
If South Africa has a frontrow problem - and let's be
honest this is where winning
and losing starts and ends -
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the
two current evidence
matches,of one
the or
wing,
who
was No 1 choice for the Boks to
1977 and 78, finds himself on
the chopping block.
Those invited to the trials do
PLACING OF STAFF ADVERTISING
have a head start, but it doesn't
rule out those who have missed
PHONE
WHIELERS 28-1700
out. For instance Northern
EXT 721
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1980 Kenya Safari

Winner.

On sale this month at
Datsun dealers.

J

I

A new

car.
Its just come Ist, 2nd and 4th
in the toughest, car-breaking rally
of them all- the 1980 Kenya Safari
Rally where it thrashed some
exotic opposition costing over four
times as much. And It also won the
1979 Kenya Safari.
It'll be on sale within days at

all Datsun dealers.Don't buy a car,
any car, until you've seen It and
driven It.
.
Mer all, doesn'titmakesense
to buy a winnerratherthanaloser?
Call your Datsun dealer
now and be one ol the first to
drive Datsun's new Kenya
Safari winner.

DATSUN

Porta can play
ball any way
so, tbat one of tbe top ofIl·
cials of the worldwfamous
River Plate Fe, wbose HQ Is
in Buenos Aires, approacbed
him to become a professional
with the club.
"Hugo was studying hard to
become an architect so be
said 'no tbanks' and carried
on playing with the oval ball,
otberwlse he would bave been
lost to tbe game," said coacb

of tbe touring South American
side •Altor' Otano,
Wbether or not tbe powerful Puma pivot would bave
had the determination to get
to tbe top as a pro soccer
playe;;' I. doubtful, for even
today, his arcbitecture Is his
first love, althougb be bas %5
International
rugby caps to
bls credit.
Porta, wbo played In tbe

there IS no such concern about
the locks and the looseforwards.
In fact, it's a mce "problem"
- an embarassment of riches
and the selectors' main task
will be to develop the right
blend and combination of the
five\rnen who will carry a major load in the series.
'I'h y s Burger,
Northern
Transvaal's
rangy looseforward, had a magmficent tournament in Durban and throughout last season, was the most
consistent No 8 next to Marne
Du Plessis.
But with Du Plessis a certainty at No 8, Burger has
shifted to the flank, where he is
no less effecti ve as he showed
for Pretoria Police in Durban.
If Burger gets the nod on the
one flank, the "fetching" or
roving role could develop into a
battle between Northern Transvaal's Burger Geldenhuys and
Western
Province's
lethal
whippet, Rob Louw
Geldenhuys gets through an
enormous workload and IS a
fine wrencher and ball-winner
in the mauls, while Louw's devastating speed over the ground
and deadly tackling makes him
a foe to fear.
If Du Plessis is a certainty
up front, then only Peter Whipp
(centre) and Pierre Edwards
(fullback) can feel reasonably
safe about their places behind
the serum. At a ttme when the
country is not blessed with
Test-hardened centres, Whipp

is head and shoulders above the
rest. But he needs a partner of
substance to share the load.
Naas Botha should confirm
his right to the flyhalf slot,
though he will be hard pushed
by Errbl Tobias who, with
Shields, makes the most appeal
to a cap among the six nonwhites, while his provincial
partner, Tommy du Plessis will

Easterns aren't happy
with their share
By MEL CHANNER

So the Toyota "Champion

Champions'

ol

ALISTAIR McGREGOR

,
"I realise the national panel
has a difficult task, but if we
could only see them more
often at our matches
it
might improve matters. I
hope the same attitude of
selecting teams does not apply to the Gazelles and that
Eastern Province will not
remain in the wilderness.
"John Heunis and Andrew
Johnson are musts for the
Gazelles and they can't ig·
nore flyhalf Giepie van Zyl.
Cowley-has proved,,~at he
can play under pN!ssure,
which is more than one can
say for Naas Botha or De
Wet Ras. In fact, if either of
them bad to play under the
dlllicult conditions that Cowley normally plays under,

they would probably soon be
dropped."
Well, there you have it. Terblanche is' not alone in his
sentiments. Qther people I
have spoken to have been
just as unhappy about eertain omissions from the trial
sides, but then who can argue with the selectors?
They have obviously made up
their minds already as to
who will play for South Afri·
ca - and in what position so the most important thing
now is to hope they select
the best side, to play, and
beat, the visiting Pumas,
who jetted Into Cape Town
for their short tour of South
Africa this week.
And that is not gomg to be as
easy as it seems.

•••

VETERAN Hector Silva, the
giant South American centre
from Argentina, is the only
player in the touring side
still playing who was a
member of the first Puma
side to tour this country in
1965.
But three others of the touring
party, coaches Altar Otano
and Luis Gradin and the
team's doctor, 'Pate' Luis
Garcia Yanez, were also
players on that 1965 trip. Indeed, Otano and Yanez, like
Silva, were also in the Puma

party that loured in 1971.
And when they arrived back
in this country on Tuesday

...

they were
great
to be unanimous:
back again!" "It's
NOTHING could be more
Scottish than the name Alastair McGregor,
but the
rugby playing McGregor I
spoke to this week has no
ambitions
of playing for
Scotland. You see, he's the
No 8 for the touring South
Americans.
"Why should I want lo play for
Scotland," he asked in his
broken Scottish
accent?
"I'm already the captain of
the Chilean national side,
and I've never set foot 1n
Scotland. The name comes
from my father, a first generation Chilean, whose own
father had emigrated
to
Chile frortl Scotland at the
turn of the century.
"My mother was an English
settler in Chile and I'm a
fully-fledged,
Spanish speaking South American.
A qualified civil engineer. the
amiable McGregor added:
"I have studied a little and
played rogby a little in England and Europe, but I have
no desire to give up playing
lor Chile and the South
Americans."

be out to prove he's the logical
successor to Barry Wolmarans.
The selectors will, of course,
be hoping that the next few
days don't turn their calculations and assessments upside
down. But knowing trials it's a
real risk. It has happened often
in the past
Any bets?

i

After a slrenuous day,
there's nothing like a
Radox oxygenated bath.
Radox turns ordinary bath
water into a health spa.
Because Hadox contains the
oxygenated mineral salts
found In the famous spas of
..... ==Carlsbad,
Warm baths,
you 'relax, Radox softens

i
the bath water.
Soak away the strains of the day. With Radox oxygenaled
spa bath salts.

Rodox

tournament

has come and gone with
Springbok captain Morne
du Plessis leading Villagers to their
lirst
title
against
Stellenbosch
in
the linal.
Great news for Cape Town
fans, who saw the balance of
rugby power shift from university to non-university for
the first time since tbe tournament's inception six years
ago.
RAU, representing Transvaal,
had little success, while the
other university side, the
Shimlas, unexpectedly went
down to Uitenhage Collegians in the Plate final. But
what was significant was the
usual series of bombshells
dropped by the selectors
when they got together to
select their 60 players for
this week's trials at Pretoria.
And the news I've got for them
from Settlers Country, way
down in the Eastern Cape, is
that they are no longer CODsidered
the "Magnificent
Seven".
Eastern Province rugby coach,
Stanley Terblanche,
says:
"I'm bitterly disappointed
that only Schalk Burger was
selected. I believe that players like Gavin Cowley and
Hermanus
Potgieter have
far more talent than some of
those chosen for the trials.

World XV agaln.t the SprIngboks In Pretoria In 1977 bas,
al 80 kg and 1,76 ID tan, all
the physical
requirements
needed to get to the top in
soccer,
so obviously
the
roundbalJ's loss was rugby's
considerable gain.
.
He was not wltb the Soutb
Americans wben they toucbed
d,wa In Cape Town tbis week.
H. wa. nursing an Injury In
faraway Australia, where he
bad played in a Barbarians
Inlitatlon side In Sydney and
suffered ft severely wrenched
knee. But according to members of tbe Soutb American
side's management,
the IDJury will he fine by the time
Porta arrives next week.
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Whistle back at the wind.
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'Vaseline'Lip-lee,
for lips that laugh at winter.
Contains Allantoin

and an effective sunscreen for the prevention,

softening and soothing of dry, chapped lips.
In Regular and five fun flavours.

SEX
Confidential

Mail Services,

ermed Hou.e. 28 Betty St.,
;eppe or P.O. Elox 2876. JHB.
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You can learn
Draughtsmanship
at home
Mechanical * En~ineerlllg
Building * RIF concrete
Structural * ercmtecturar
AGE IS NO HANDICAP

-

New NTC 3 Courses.
National 'recnmcer Cert.
N4, 5. 6 New 1980

Syllabuses
New and Old Methods tor
Government
tE.GC.C.l

TI('kt'1

R7,ao
R17:_l1!
~~~ RI.'~~
Rapid 12-speed GT Racer

R20'~

R189'GG

RII'~~
R181'1

lO··speed "Balloon" Tyres

30 RI8'~~
Monthly

(over24
months)

RI7I'~~

